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  Command LAWRENCE. FREEDMAN,2023-12 Using examples from a wide variety of conflicts, Lawrence Freedman shows that successful military
command depends on the ability not only to use armed forces effectively but also to understand the political circumstances in which they are
operating. Command in war is about forging effective strategies and implementing them, making sure that orders are appropriate, well communicated,
and then obeyed. But it is also an intensely political process. This is because of the importance of war aims and how they are set, as well as the need to
work with other command structures, including those of other branches of the armed forces and allies. In this innovative study, Lawrence Freedman
explores the importance of political as well as operational considerations in command with a series of vivid case studies, all taken from the period after
1945. Over this period the risks of nuclear escalation led to a shift away from great power confrontations, and towards civil wars. The chapters cover
defeats as well as victories. Pakistani generals try to avoid surrender as they lose the eastern part of their country to India in 1971. Iraq's Saddam
Hussein turns his defeats into triumphant narratives of victory. Osama bin Laden escapes the Americans in Afghanistan in 2001. The UK struggles as a
junior partner to the US in Iraq after 2003. We come across insubordinate generals, such as Israel's Arik Sharon, and those in the French army in
Algeria, so frustrated with their political leadership that they twice tried to change it. At the other end of the scale Che Guevara in Congo in 1966 and
Igor Girkin in Ukraine in 2014 both try to spark local wars to suit their grandiose objectives.
  The Command Book Stephen Mark Silvers,1988 A resource book of TPR commands for ESL/EFL teachers.
  Supreme Command Eliot A. Cohen,2012-04-17 The relationship between military leaders and political leaders has always been a complicated one,
especially in times of war. When the chips are down, who should run the show -- the politicians or the generals? In Supreme Command, Eliot Cohen
examines four great democratic war statesmen -- Abraham Lincoln, Georges Clemenceau, Winston Churchill, and David Ben-Gurion -- to reveal the
surprising answer: the politicians. Great states-men do not turn their wars over to their generals, and then stay out of their way. Great statesmen make
better generals of their generals. They question and drive their military men, and at key times they overrule their advice. The generals may think they
know how to win, but the statesmen are the ones who see the big picture. Lincoln, Clemenceau, Churchill, and Ben-Gurion led four very different kinds
of democracy, under the most difficult circumstances imaginable. They came from four very different backgrounds -- backwoods lawyer, dueling French
doctor, rogue aristocrat, and impoverished Jewish socialist.Yet they faced similar challenges, not least the possibility that their conduct of the war could
bring about their fall from power. Each exhibited mastery of detail and fascination with technology. All four were great learners, who studied war as if it
were their own profession, and in many ways mastered it as well as did their generals. All found themselves locked in conflict with military men. All four
triumphed. Military men often dismiss politicians as meddlers, doves, or naifs. Yet military men make mistakes. The art of a great leader is to push his
subordinates to achieve great things. The lessons of the book apply not just to President Bush and other world leaders in the war on terrorism, but to
anyone who faces extreme adversity at the head of a free organization -- including leaders and managers throughout the corporate world. The lessons
of Supreme Command will be immediately apparent to all managers and leaders, as well as students of history.
  The Linux Command Line, 2nd Edition William Shotts,2019-03-05 You've experienced the shiny, point-and-click surface of your Linux computer--
now dive below and explore its depths with the power of the command line. The Linux Command Line takes you from your very first terminal
keystrokes to writing full programs in Bash, the most popular Linux shell (or command line). Along the way you'll learn the timeless skills handed down
by generations of experienced, mouse-shunning gurus: file navigation, environment configuration, command chaining, pattern matching with regular
expressions, and more. In addition to that practical knowledge, author William Shotts reveals the philosophy behind these tools and the rich heritage
that your desktop Linux machine has inherited from Unix supercomputers of yore. As you make your way through the book's short, easily-digestible
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chapters, you'll learn how to: • Create and delete files, directories, and symlinks • Administer your system, including networking, package installation,
and process management • Use standard input and output, redirection, and pipelines • Edit files with Vi, the world's most popular text editor • Write
shell scripts to automate common or boring tasks • Slice and dice text files with cut, paste, grep, patch, and sed Once you overcome your initial shell
shock, you'll find that the command line is a natural and expressive way to communicate with your computer. Just don't be surprised if your mouse
starts to gather dust.
  Command Anthony King,2019-01-31 A history of modern military command, from the individualist, heroic generals of the twentieth century to the
highly-professionalised command teams of the twenty-first. Profiling prominent contemporary generals and their staffs, King vividly analyses divisional
headquarters, giving a unique insight into the transformation of military command.
  The Linux Command Line, 2nd Edition William Shotts,2019-03-07 You've experienced the shiny, point-and-click surface of your Linux
computer—now dive below and explore its depths with the power of the command line. The Linux Command Line takes you from your very first
terminal keystrokes to writing full programs in Bash, the most popular Linux shell (or command line). Along the way you'll learn the timeless skills
handed down by generations of experienced, mouse-shunning gurus: file navigation, environment configuration, command chaining, pattern matching
with regular expressions, and more. In addition to that practical knowledge, author William Shotts reveals the philosophy behind these tools and the
rich heritage that your desktop Linux machine has inherited from Unix supercomputers of yore. As you make your way through the book's short, easily-
digestible chapters, you'll learn how to: Create and delete files, directories, and symlinks Administer your system, including networking, package
installation, and process management Use standard input and output, redirection, and pipelines Edit files with Vi, the world's most popular text editor
Write shell scripts to automate common or boring tasks Slice and dice text files with cut, paste, grep, patch, and sed Once you overcome your initial
shell shock, you'll find that the command line is a natural and expressive way to communicate with your computer. Just don't be surprised if your
mouse starts to gather dust.
  Command Concepts Carl H. Builder,Steven C. Bankes,Richard Nordin,1999 The qualities of commanders and their ideas are more important to a
general theory of command and control than are the technical and architectural qualities of their computers and communications systems. This theory
separates the art of command and control (C2) from the hardware and software systems that support C2. It centers on the idea of a command concept,
a commander's vision of a military operation that informs the making of command decisions during that operation. The theory suggests that the
essential communications up and down the chain of command can (and should) be limited to disseminating, verifying, or modifying command
concepts. The theory also suggests, as an extreme case, that an ideal command concept is one that is so prescient, sound, and fully conveyed to
subordinates that it would allow the commander to leave the battlefield before the battle commences, with no adverse effect upon the out-come. This
report advances a theory about military command and control. Then, through six historical case studies of modern battles, it explores the implications
of the theory both for the professional development of commanders and for the design and evaluation of command and control architectures. The
report should be of interest to members of the Joint Staff and the services involved in developing command and control doctrine for the U.S. military,
and to all of those interested in the military art and science of command and control.
  Field Command Charles ""Sid"" Heal,Sid Heal,2012 Field Command is a first of its kind; a full-length tactical science textbook focused specifically
on crisis situations faced by the law enforcement community. It expands on the concepts laid out in Heal's Sound Doctrine: A Tactical Primer. The
concepts and principles are taken from tactical texts and military field manuals and are presented as close to how they are used as possible. To
facilitate understanding, illustrations are abundant and not only clarify the text but amplify it with new insights and applications.
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  Fire Command Brunacini,2002 An accompanying workbook to the text Fire Command. It allows users to work at their own pace evaluate their
understanding of the text. Answers are given at the end of each exercise.
  Windows Command Line Administration Instant Reference John Paul Mueller,2010-09-09 The perfect companion to any book on Windows
Server 2008 or Windows 7, and the quickest way to access critical information Focusing just on the essentials of command-line interface (CLI), Windows
Command-Line Administration Instant Reference easily shows how to quickly perform day-to-day tasks of Windows administration without ever
touching the graphical user interface (GUI). Specifically designed for busy administrators, Windows Command-Line Administration Instant Reference
replaces many tedious GUI steps with just one command at the command-line, while concise, easy to access answers provide solutions on the spot.
Provides practical examples, step-by-step instructions, and contextual information Quick-reference style delivers the commands needed for managing
data and the network; working with Active Directory; performing diagnostics and maintenance; and, creating batch files and scripts Covers
administration for Windows Server 2008 Server Core, Windows Server 2008 (including R2), and Windows 7 Administrators can get more done in less
time with CLI than they can with the standard GUI. Compact enough to keep on hand at all times, Windows Command-Line Administration Instant
Reference provides administrators with a convenient, fast and simple way to use CLI.
  History of Air Training Command, 1943-1993 ,1993
  Command and Staff Action United States. Marine Corps,1979
  High Command Terry Hekker,John Masters,1984 Confronted by several German battallions, the British Expeditionary Force fleeing to the rear, the
commanding officer suffering a loss of nerve, the regiment is captive to the decision of Major Bill Miller.
  Masters of Command Barry Strauss,2013-05-21 Analyzes the leadership and strategies of three forefront military leaders from the ancient world,
offers insight into the purposes behind their conflicts, and shows what today's leaders can glean from their successes and failures.
  Defense computers U.S. Space Command's management of its Year 2000 operational testing : report to the Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives ,
  Sir Douglas Haig's Command, December 19, 1915, to November 11, 1918 George Albemarle Bertie Dewar,John Herbert Boraston,1923
  High Command Christopher L. Elliott,2015 Explores the circumstances that led to Britain's support of the United States in wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan and how the Ministry of Defence coped with challenges including rivalry and diffuse responsibility among the Service Chiefs, lack of clear
strategy, and weak domestic political support.
  Review of Naval Sea Systems Command's Sole Source Procurement of a Communication System United States. General Accounting Office,1978
  Strategy and Command Louis Morton,2015-07-11 For the United States, full involvement in World War II began and ended in the Pacific Ocean.
Although the accepted grand strategy of the war was the defeat of Germany first, the sweep of Japanese victory in the weeks and months after Pearl
Harbor impelled the United States to move as rapidly as it could to stem the enemy tide of conquest in the Pacific. Shocked as they were by the initial
attack, the American people were also united in their determination to defeat Japan, and the Pacific war became peculiarly their own affair. In this great
theater it was the United States that ran the war, and had the determining voice in answering questions of strategy and command as they arose. The
natural environment made the prosecution of war in the Pacific of necessity an interservice effort, and any real account of it must, as this work does,
take into full account the views and actions of the Navy as well as those of the Army and its Air Forces. These are the factors-a predominantly American
theater of war covering nearly one-third the globe, and a joint conduct of war by land, sea, and air on the largest scale in American history-that make
this volume on the Pacific war of particular significance today. It is the capstone of the eleven volumes published or being published in the Army's
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World War II series that deal with military operations in the Pacific area, and it is one that should command wide attention from the thoughtful public as
well as the military reader in these days of global tension.
  Command and Control IFSTA.,2017-08-28 By Robert Murgallis This book details the basic processes that apply to all incidents as well as some of
the specific procedures necessary to make effective decisions at certain common occupancies. It covers incident scene decision-making in depth,
presenting the two current and successful methodologies for making emergency decisions. The authors explain the basic ICS elements in an easy-to-
understand method and introduce the concepts of Unified Command, Complex Command, Area Command, and Incident Management Teams. This text
adds to information given in Command and Control as well as introducing new materials and new occupancy types.
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